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In language communication, an utterance may be segmented as a concatenation of chunks that are reasonable in syntax, meaningful in semantics, and composed of several words. Usually, the order of words within chunks is fixed, and the order of chunks within an utterance is rather flexible. The improvement of spoken language translation could benefit from using bilingual chunks. This paper presents a statistical algorithm to build the bilingual chunk-lexicon automatically from spoken language corpora. Several association measurements are set up as the criteria of the extraction. And local best algorithm, length ratio filtration and stop-word filtration are also incorporated to improve the performance. A bilingual chunk-lexicon was extracted from a corpus with precision of 86.0% and recall of 86.7%. The usability of the chunk-lexicon was then tested with an innovative framework for English-to-Chinese Spoken Language translation, resulted in translation accuracy of 81.83% and 78.69% for training and test sets respectively, measured with Levenshtein distance based similarity score.
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